
Uncompromised security for end users
Secure PIN Manager is an essential part of any smart card issuing system, providing facilities for generation and printing of 
secret codes.
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OVERVIEW
Secure PIN Manager is an all-in-one solution for PIN generation and secure printing of PIN 
envelopes and letters. This module provides PIN distribution and synchronization between 
many systems, as well as controlled access to PIN functions through multiple channels onto a 
single platform. 

External systems can send and receive data via Web-services, command line interface (CLI) 
invocation, or by means of file exchange. Configurable scenarios simplify definition and 
execution of PIN management tasks. Centralized access control has separated user roles and 
permissions, thus eliminating any risk of unauthorized access to PIN management 
functionality. 

Both remote and local PIN printings are supported. In the case of remote printing, secret 
codes are generated in the head office, and then PIN blocks are transferred to another 
processing centre, or to the remote branch, for PIN envelope printing. For local printing, 
Secure PIN Manager can generate secret codes on a local HSM and print them immediately. 
This module also supports scenarios with deferred PIN envelope printing. In this case, PIN 
Manager securely stores pre-generated PIN blocks in a database and then prints the PIN 
envelopes without data regeneration.

The software can trace errors during PIN envelope printing and regenerate data if the process 
of PIN envelope printing was interrupted. 

Secure PIN Manager accepts user-configurable input data in various formats (txt, csv, xml, 
ascii or binary, pgp-encrypted), performs required crypto operations and returns results in 
user-configurable format. PIN Manager integrates with Windows authentication for definition 
of user roles and permissions. 

All crypto operations are performed on an HSM hardware appliance, providing logical and 
physical protection for highly sensitive data. The module provides compliance to international 
PCI and PIN Security requirements, using HSMs certified to FIPS 140-2 Level 3, Common 
Criteria (CC), EAL2/EAL4.

Multiple PIN and PUK value generation 
PVV/CVV calculation
Magnetic stripe data assembly 
EMV chip data assembly 
PIN block generation and encryption, 
supporting the most known PIN block 
formats
PIN envelope printing directly from an 
HSM appliance
Remote / deferred PIN printing
Generation of response files for Back 
Office systems 
Audit trail maintenance
Possibility to store-generated values in 
a database to enable card reissuance 
and PIN envelope reprinting without 
data regeneration (option) 
Can be integrated with EMV data 
preparation systems from different 
vendors 
Custom processing scenario 
implementation via configuration; no 
programming needed
Character translation and data 
manipulation
PIN translation (re-encryption between 
different key zones and formats)
Support for matrix printers connected 
directly to an HSM’s serial 
communication port
Support for laser printers, providing 
best printing quality

FUNCTIONALITY
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